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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this article is to describe the proposals for orthographic reform in the Amele 

language
2
 of Papua New Guinea (PNG). Under the auspices of the Summer Institute of 

Linguistics (SIL) I have been working with the Amele people since 1978 in the area of Bible 

Translation and Literacy. An orthography for Amele was devised in the 1920‟s and 1930‟s by 

the German missionary-linguists Wullenkord and Welsch. However, as a result of my own 

research into the Amele language I have discovered certain difficulties with this existing 

orthography. The Amele people have also realised that there are difficulties with the existing 

orthography and in the years 1987-89 I worked with an orthography committee, hereafter 

Amele Orthography Committee (AOC)
3
, to revise the existing orthography. 

The basis for the orthographic revisions is first of all my own research into the phonology 

and syntax of the Amele language, which is described in Roberts (1987), and secondly my 

own observations of how Amele people write and read their language. I discussed my find-

ings with the AOC over a period of several years with the aim of reaching a consensus 

decision on how best to write the Amele language based on relevant linguistic advice and 

native speaker intuition. These decisions were implemented with the publication of the book 

of Genesis in 1989 and the revised Amele hymnbook in 1990. 

From a linguistic point of view certain aspects of the AOC‟s decisions were interesting. The 

orthography issues were in two areas. Firstly, there were issues with the graphemic 

representation of certain phonemes and secondly, there were issues concerning how to 

represent certain word configurations orthographically. The nature of this problem could be 

reduced simply to the issue of deciding what is an orthographic word in Amele. The difficulty 

of deciding what constitutes an orthographic word in any language is notorious and it is 

generally regarded that formal criteria of phonology, morphosyntax and lexicology are more 

important than notional or semantic criteria in defining the orthographic word. However, in 

                                                 
1
 This article was first published in Notes on Literacy (1991c) and (1992a). This is a revised and more 

complete version produced in 1998 after the publication of the Amele New Testament (Bal Cehec Je 

Haun, 1997). The article has been revised again in 2010 for publication on the SIL-PNG website. 
2
 Amele is a Papuan language spoken in Madang Province, Papua New Guinea. There are about 6000 

speakers. It is the largest of the Gum family of languages, Mabuso stock (Z‟graggen, 1975). Amele is 

fully described in Roberts (1987). The orthographic system adopted by these proposals is meant to 

apply to all the dialects of Amele (see Roberts, 1991b). The abbreviations used in this article for data 

examples include: APPL(ied object), D(ifferent)S(ubject following), D(irect)O(bject), DU(al number), 

FUT(ure tense), NEG(ative), O(blique)O(bject), PL(ural number), POS(sesso)R, PRES(ent tense), 

REM(ote)P(ast tense), S(ame)S(ubject following), S(in)G(ular number), SU(bject), TOD(ay‟s)P(ast 

tense), YEST(erday‟s)P(ast tense), 1(first person), 2(second person), 3(third person). 
3
 The AOC originally comprised the following members: J. Pul, F. Galem, K. Liwa, Silom Siodi, Naus 

Bal, Adaig Gulal, Bunuk, and Guti. Amele writers who have contributed to the orthographic research 

include: Israel Liwa, Aikun Naus, Ruth Silom, Misangul Adaig, Kulu Katid, Kulilau Adaig, Donai 

Guse, Jaktu Itiga, Fritz Naus, Samuel Gaun, Gee Gunar, and Hilda Naus. 
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this discussion it is demonstrated that in a number of cases the semantic criteria was decisive 

when the formal criteria conflicted. 

2. Background 

An orthography was devised for Amele by the Lutheran missionary-linguist A. Wullenkord in 

the 1920‟s and his description of the phonology and grammar of the language is documented 

in Wullenkord (circa. 1930). His grammar also includes a substantial Amele-German diction-

ary. Wullenkord appears to have been an accomplished linguist since his description, although 

cast in the classic Latin mould, reflects fairly accurately the grammar of the language and 

reports from those who knew him say that he spoke Amele fluently. Nevertheless, subsequent 

research in the language (Roberts, 1987) has found that there are a number of problems with 

the orthography that Wullenkord proposed and which has been in use since his time. These 

problems have been appreciated by the Amele themselves although not until recently have 

they made a serious attempt to resolve the orthography issues. 

Prior to 1988 the extant Amele literature comprised: „A Life of Christ‟ by J. Welsch (1949), 

which is extracts from the Gospels and is based mainly on the Gospel of Matthew, a 

catechism by A. Wullenkord (1928), revised by J. Welsch (1949), a hymnal and liturgy (ed. 

Amman 1946) and a translation of Paul‟s letters to Timothy and the Thessalonians by 

Schoettler (1952). Wullenkord also published a book of Old Testament stories (Wullenkord, 

1931) and Welsch also published in Amele a historical account of the mission work amongst 

the Amele people (Welsch, 1951) but only a few copies of these books are still in existence. 

Also Mrs. Welsch, the widow of J. Welsch who was killed in the Second World War, 

apparently conducted literacy classes amongst the Amele women up until the 1960‟s. 

However, none of the literacy materials she produced survived until the time when we began 

work with the Amele people in February 1978. 

The desire by the Amele themselves to improve their orthography arose primarily because 

of their plans to reprint the hymnbook. They realised that this would be a good time to correct 

the issues with the orthography as well as revise the content of the hymnbook. 

3. The Orthography Issues Outlined 

The orthography issues occur in two areas. Firstly, the graphemic representation of certain 

phonemes is either inconsistent or does not adequately reflect the nature of the phonemes 

themselves. Secondly, there is inconsistent use of word-breaks for certain types of words. The 

nature of the issues in each of these areas is described below along with the solutions adopted 

by the AOC and recommended for future transcription of the Amele language. 

3.1. Graphemic Representation of Phonemes 

The phonology of Amele is described fully in Roberts (1987:332-377). The system comprises 

five vowel phonemes /a, e, i, o, u/ and sixteen consonant
4
 phonemes /b, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, 

r, s, t, w, g b, ʔ/. There are also eight diphthong sequences /ae, ai, ao, au, ei, eu, oi, ou/ and two 

long vowel sequences /ee, oo/ which are significant regarding graphemic representation. 

                                                 
4
 In Roberts (1987:335) it is noted that phonetic [k] occurs word initially in a limited number of lexical 

items and in one instance this produces a phonemic contrast with [g]; [kɛl] „coconut scraper‟ and [gɛl] 

„fence‟. On this basis [k] is analysed as a separate phoneme /k/. But this seems a marginal analysis 

since for some items there is a fluctuation between [k] and [g], for example [kis] ≈ [gis] „steam‟, and 

also the allophonic alternation of /g/ → [k] in word final position for multisyllabic words is without 

exception. For an orthographic system that will be suitable for all the dialects of Amele an orthographic 

representation of the phoneme /r/, which only occurs in the Huar dialect, is necessary (see Roberts, 

1991b). 
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3.1.1. Graphemic representation of Vowels 

The graphemic representation of the vowels is detailed in Table 1. The table contrasts the 

existing representation, i.e. the representation proposed by Wullenkord (circa. 1930), with the 

revised representation, i.e. the representation proposed by Roberts (1987:6, 10). 

 

Table 1: Graphemic Symbols for Vowels 

Phoneme Existing Revised 

/a/ a a 

/e/ e e 

/i/ i i 

/o/ o o 

/u/ u u 

/ai/ ai ai 

/ae/ ai, ae ae 

/ao/ au, ao ao 

/au/ au au 

/ei/ ei, e ei 

/eu/ eu eu 

/oi/ oi oi 

/ou/ ou ou 

/ee/ ä, ee ee 

/oo/ ô, oo oo 

 

As can be seen from Table 1 there is no problem with representing the single vowel 

phonemes /a, e, i, o, u/ and the existing representation is adopted for this. The problems arise 

with some of the diphthongs, viz. /ae, ao, ei/, and the long vowel sequences /ee, oo/. 

3.1.1.1. Diphthongs. Diphthongs such as /ae, ao, ei/ are analysed in Roberts (1987:348-350) 

as underlyingly sequences of two vowels forming a complex nucleus. This analysis was 

adopted as the most efficient, since to analyse the diphthongs as unit vowels would have 

added eight more phonemes to the vowel inventory. Also the two vowel analysis is supported 

by the following evidence. 

(i) The reverse sequences to the diphthong sequences also occur, i.e. /ea, ia, ie, io, oa, ua, 

ue, uo/, as in (1) for example. (The  indicates a morpheme boundary.) 

(1) /ea/ [be.aˈʋɛʔ] /beaweʔ/ „to carry around neck‟ 

 /ia/ [bi.ˈæh] /biah/ „his mouth‟ 

 /ie/ [bi.ˈɛk] /bieg/ „variety of vine‟ 

 /io/ [fi.ˈɔk] /fiog/ „Moluccas friar bird‟ 

 /oa/ [ɔ.æˈdɛʔ] /oadeʔ/ „to get them‟ 

 /ua/ [du.ˈæn] /duan/ „cold‟ 

 /ue/ [nu.ˈɛn] /nuen/ „he went‟ 

 /uo/ [nu.ɔ.ˈlik] /nuolig/ „I used to go‟ 

(ii) Where a diphthong is involved in a reduplicated form only the first vowel in the com-

plex nucleus is reduplicated, as in (2) for example. 

(2) [Ʒæ.ˈƷɑᵘ.nɛn] /jajaunen/ „as he dressed up‟ 

 [Ʒæ.ˈƷaᶦk] /jajaig/ „his great, great grandparent/child‟ 

 [bɛ.ˈbeᶦk] /bebeig/ „roots‟ 

 [mɔ.ˈmoᶦk] /momoig/ „his wife‟s mother‟ 
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(iii) There is also evidence from the possessed noun morphology that diphthong sequences 

such /ai, ei, oi, au/ are phonetic realisations of underlying vocalic sequences, as in the 

following derivations in (3), for example: 

 UR SR 

(3) /gianin/ → giaØin → [giˈaᶦn] „your cousin‟ 

 /sibenin/ → sibeØin → [sɪˈbeᶦn] „your chin‟ 

 /dolonin/ → doloØin → [dɔˈloᶦn] „your ghost‟ 

 /wawig/ → wauØg → [ˈwɑᵘk] „her stomach‟ 

(iv) There are also a number of lexical items where there are alternate forms such that in 

one form a word medial consonant is deleted to produce a diphthong. 

(4) [ɔsæhiʔ] ≈ [ɔsaᶦʔ] i.e. /osahiʔ/ ≈ /osaiʔ/ „one‟ 

 [lɛʔis] ≈ [leᶦs] i.e. /leʔis/ ≈ /leis/ „two‟ 

 [mælɔl] ≈ [mɑᵘl] i.e. /malol/ ≈ /maul/ „peace‟ 

In view of this analysis it was recommended that dipththongal sequences should be 

represented graphemically as sequences of two vowels. Under the existing orthography, in 

most instances, these diphthong sequences are represented in this way. However, there are 

specific cases where these diphthongal sequences are represented in a different way. 

There are a limited number of lexical items in the language where the diphthongal 

sequences /ae/ and /ao/ occur. These occur in the following cases, (5-6): 

(5) ae „flower species‟ 

 jaen „rest‟ 

 saen „time‟ 

 taec „nest‟ 

 taeg „mat‟ 

 taen „cloud‟ 

 waeg „long period of time‟ 

(6) ao „yes‟ 

 caoc „an evil spirit‟ 

 daoh „variety of root vegetable‟ 

 gaog „variety of yam‟ 

 haol „cannibal‟ 

 laon „a thick cord‟ 

 sao „sky‟ 

 tao „a screen for shade‟ 

The diphthongal sequences /ae, ao/ can be contrasted respectively with the more common 

diphthongal sequences /ai, au/, as in (7-8): 

(7) ai „where‟ 

 aid „female‟ 

 aig „seed/sharp/tooth‟ 

 bail „yellow dye‟ 

 cain „don‟t‟ 

 dain „pain‟ 

 gaid „always‟ 

 gaim „crab‟ 

 jaih „his leg‟ 

 qaig „sucker‟ 
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(8) au „my mother‟ 

 cauc „useless‟ 

 daul „long plate‟ 

 haul „species of lizard‟ 

 lau „species of fish‟ 

 maul „cage‟ 

 naul „variety of wild fig‟ 

 qau „an overgrown road‟ 

 saul „variety of banana‟ 

 tauh „unripe‟ 

 taul „conch shell‟ 

 waug „his stomach‟ 

The diphthongal sequences /ae, ao/ are suspicious, primarily because of their limited 

distribution in the lexicon. They also do not occur in the inflectional morphology of the 

language at morpheme boundaries whereas the other diphthongal sequences all do, as in (9) 

for example. 

(9) /ai/ /ʔotogail/ cotogail „their brothers‟ 

 /au/ /hoga<u>n/ hogaun „do not come‟ 

 /ei/ /feia/ feia „he saw‟ 

  /ʔotigeil/ cotigeil „our brothers‟ 

 /eu/ /humeu/ humeu „we(2) came-SS‟ 

 /oi/ /holoi/ holoi „he used to come‟ 

 /ou/ /ho<u>m/ houm „I would have come‟ 

It is also the case that where a number of the items in (5) and (6) occur in the hymnbook 

they are more often transcribed with the forms ai and au rather than the forms ae and ao. The 

main examples are given in (10). 

(10) sain „time‟ 

 jain „rest‟ 

 sau „sky‟ 

In various kinds of written material that Amele speakers have produced the writers, 

especially younger writers, are often not sure whether to write the items in (5) with ae or ai 

and the items in (6) with ao or au. On the other hand, writers usually have no problem in 

deciding to write the items in (7) only with ai and the items in (8) only with au. In normal 

speech the diphthong in the words in (5) appears to be phonetically [aᶦ] and the diphthong in 

the words in (6) appears to be phonetically [ɑᵘ]. However, when pronounced carefully in 

isolation they are phonetic [aᵉ] and [ɑᵒ] respectively. 

These inconsistencies were presented to the AOC. They all insisted that the diphthong in a 

word like saen is different from the diphthong in a word like dain and that the diphthong in a 

word like haol is different from the diphthong in a word like haul. They also explained that 

the neighbouring Austronesian language, Bel
5
, has some of these lexical items and that they 

are written in that language with ae and ao. 

                                                 
5
 Bel (Gedaged) is an Austronesian language belonging to the Belan sub-family of Austronesian 

languages (see Z‟graggen (1975). 
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It would seem then that one explanation for these anomalous items in (5) and (6) is that 

historically they may be borrowings from the Bel language
6
 and that the Bel pronunciation 

has been retained in Amele. This would be similar to British Standard English where a word 

like rouge has been borrowed from French but the French pronunciation rou[Ʒ]e, although 

nonstandard as far as English is concerned, has been retained. It was pointed out, however, 

that even in such cases of borrowing it is normal to adapt the borrowed word to the 

orthographic conventions of the borrower language, in this case Amele, rather than retain the 

orthographic conventions of the donor language. It was also pointed out that the sequences 

/ae/ and /ao/ do occur in Amele with stress on the second vowel and it would be possible for 

new readers to confuse first stress /ae/ and /ao/ with second stress /ae/ and /ao/, as in (11) for 

example. 

(11) [sæˈɛn] /saen/ saen „he told‟ 

 [dæˈɛn] /daen/ daen „it is cold‟ 

 [utæˈɛn] /utaen/ utaen „he called‟ 

 [ægæˈɔʔ] /agaoʔ/ agaoc „sorry‟ 

 [dæˈɔh] /daoh/ daoh „we (dl) were cold‟ 

Another explanation for the forms in (5) is possible in that one of the forms taeg „mat‟ has 

an alternative form tageg. So it may be the case that in these forms the sequence ae has come 

originally from the sequence aCe where the intervening consonant has been deleted (cf. (4)). 

In any event the AOC felt that the particular spelling of the items in (5) and (6) should be 

maintained in order to preserve the distinctive pronunciation of these words. So this 

convention was adopted. 

There are a number of lexical items, specifically particular verb forms, where the diphthong 

/ei/ is represented by graphemic e. This occurs in the third person singular, today‟s past tense 

form of particular verbs, as in (12) for example. 

(12) bea „he came up‟ 

 cea „he penetrated sexually‟ 

 fea „he saw‟ 

 jea „he ate‟ 

 lea „he went‟ 

 mea „he put‟ 

 nea „he came down‟ 

 tea „he went up‟ 

The verb forms in (12) are analysed grammatically as having a verb stem followed by the 

morpheme -ei for third person singular subject agreement and the morpheme -a for today‟s 

past tense, as in (13). 

(13) /beia/ beia „he came up‟ 

 /ʔeia/ ceia „he penetrated sexually‟ 

 /feia/ feia „he saw‟ 

 /jeia/ jeia „he ate‟ 

 /leia/ leia „he went‟ 

 /meia/ meia „he put‟ 

 /neia/ neia „he came down‟ 

 /teia/ teia „he went up‟ 

                                                 
6
 Over 200 lexical borrowings have been identified between the Amele and Gedaged languages based 

on a comparison of Mager‟s Gedaged-English dictionary (Mager, 1952) and the Amele-English 

dictionary compiled by Roberts (Roberts, 1993c). 
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The verb forms in (13) are comparable to other verb forms as illustrated in (14) and (15). In 

(14) third person subject agreement is represented by -oi and in (15) third person subject 

agreement is represented by -i. 

(14) /hoia/ hoia „he came‟ 

 /noia/ noia „he went down‟ 

 /g boia/ qoia „he hit‟ 

(15) /bilia/ bilia „he sat 

 /nijia/ nijia „he lay‟ 

 /nuia/ nuia „he went‟ 

Another indication that the morpheme -i does in fact occur in the forms in (12) and should 

be represented graphemically is that the quality of the /e/ vowel in these forms is not the 

normal [ɛ], that occurs word initially or medially, but [e], which otherwise occurs word 

finally and as the stressed vowel in the diphthong sequence [eᶦ]. Since this is not a word final 

position the [ɛ] in these forms must occur as part of the diphthong sequence /ei/ and should be 

represented graphemically as such. This proposal was accepted by the AOC. 

3.1.1.2. Long vowels. There are a number of lexical items in Amele where the phonetically 

long vowels [ɛː] and [ɔː] occur. For some items this produces a contrast with the phonetically 

short vowels [ɛ] and [ɔ] in identical environments, as in (16-17). 

(16) [dɛl] „tree species‟ [dɛːl] „day‟ 

 [mɛl] „boy‟ [mɛːl] „weeds‟ 

 [mɛn] „he put‟ [mɛːn] „stone‟ 

(17) [dɔl] „ghost‟ [dɔːl] „animal/meat‟ 

 [mɔl] „sago thatch‟ [mɔːl] „coconut cream‟ 

 [sɔl] „stick for carrying something‟ [sɔːl] „wallaby‟ 

In Roberts (1987:355-356) these long vowel forms are analysed as underlyingly geminate 

vowel sequences /ee/ and /oo/ respectively. This is a more efficient analysis since it does not 

require additional phonemes in the vowel inventory. This analysis is also supported by the 

following evidence. 

(i) The vowels /e, o/ have tense and lax alternates [ɛ], [ɔ] and [e], [o] respectively. The lax 

alternates occur in word final position. However, the phonetic long vowels [ɛː] and [ɔː] 

do not have lax alternates in word final position as do the vowels /e, o/. These contrasts 

are illustrated by (18-19). 

(18) [ɛne] /ene/ „here‟ 

 [ɔno] /ono/ „there‟ 

(19) a. [bɛ] /be/ „his neck‟ 

 [ho] /ho/ „pig‟ 

cf. 

 b. [g bɛː] /g bee/ „no‟ 

 [lɔː] /loo/ „hospitality‟ 

(ii) The long vowel sequences [ɛː] and [ɔː] can occur as surface forms in some forms of the 

reduplicated verb
7
. In (20) and (21) the vowel /e/ or /o/ is reduplicated in either stem 

initial position or in the verb ending, depending on the class of the verb, to indicate 

simultaneous action. 

(20) a. [ɛdi] /edi/ „like this‟ → 

                                                 
7
 Verbs can be reduplicated in Amele to indicate simultaneous action or iterative aspect. Either the first 

syllable in the verb stem, or the object agreement marker, or the subject agreement marker can be 

reduplicated depending on the class of the verb. Reduplication in Amele is described extensively in 

Roberts (1991a, 1993b). 
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 [ɛːdi] /eedi/ „as it was like this‟ 

 b. [æbælɛn] /abalen/ „he searched → 

 [æbælɛːn] /abaleen/ „as he searched‟ 

(21) a. [ɔdɔn] /odon/ „he did‟ → 

 [ɔːdɔn] /oodon/ „as he did‟ 

 b. [dɔn] /don/ „he understood‟ → 

 [dɔːn] /doon/ „as he understood‟ 

(iii) In comparing certain forms with cognates in related languages it is clear that the 

corresponding Amele form with long [ɛː] and [ɔː] have come diachronically from 

geminate structures
8
. This is illustrated in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Cognate Comparisons for Geminate Vowel Clusters 

 Amele Gumalu Isebe Bau Panim  

„dry‟ [mɛːg] [mɛʔɛk] [mɛʔɛg] [mɛʔɛk] [mɛʔɛg] 

 Amele Munit Gumah Rapting Rempi Baimak 

„wallaby‟ [sɔːl] [sugule] [sukur ] [soɛl] [soir ] [sugur]

 

It appears that Wullenkord chose to analyse the long vowels [ɛː] and [ɔː] as additional 

phonemes. At least he chose to symbolise them graphemically as ä and ô respectively.
9
 

However, there are a number of problems with this choice. 

(i) This system is not applied consistently. While some items are transcribed according to 

this convention other items, especially reduplicated verb forms, are not, as in the 

representation of [ɛː] in (22) for example. 

(22) /meen/ [mɛːn] män „stone‟ 

 /g been/ [g bɛːn] qän „centipede‟ 

 /eeta/ [ɛːtʌ] eeta „what‟ 

 /abaleen/ [æbælɛːn] abaleen „as he searched …‟ 

 /eedi/ [ɛːdi] eedi „as it was like this …‟ 

(ii) In the case of the representation of [ɔː] the system is doubly inconsistent in that, as well 

as there being cases where the symbol oo is used, as illustrated by (23), and other cases 

where the symbol ô is used the symbol ô is used, when there is a minimal contrast of [ɔ] 

and [ɔː] between forms, to mark /o/ rather than /oo/, as in (24) for example. 

(23) /doon/ [dɔːn] doon „as he knew …‟ 

 /oodon/ [ɔːdɔn] oodon „as he did …‟ 

 /oon/ [ɔːn] oon „as he got …‟ 

(24) a. /dol/ [dɔl] dôl „ghost‟ 

  /dool/ [dɔːl] dol „animal/meat‟ 

 b. /mol/ [mɔl] môl „sago thatch‟ 

  /mool/ [mɔːl] mol „coconut cream‟ 

 c. /sol/ [sɔl] sôl „carrying stick‟ 

  /sool/ [sɔːl] sol „wallaby‟ 

 (iii) As well as there being these systematic inconsistencies with the existing orthography 

Amele writers often do not write the dieretic characters ¨ and ^ consistently. So this 

                                                 
8
 The comparative forms were obtained from Z‟graggen (1980). 

9
 It is assumed that these symbols were taken from German. 
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produces confusion in the written form both for the /o/ and /oo/ forms in (24) and also 

for the /ee/ forms in (22) since these can be confused with /a/, as illustrated in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Examples of Dieresis Omission 

/meen/ written as man instead of män means „bird‟ instead of „stone‟ 

/g bee/ written as qa instead of qä means „but‟ or „dog‟ instead of „no‟ 

/g been/ written as qan instead of qän means „bamboo flute‟ instead of „centipede‟ 

 

These issues with the existing orthography of representing the sequences /ee/ and /oo/ were 

explained to the AOC and they agreed that the present system was confusing. As a result they 

decided to represent all instances of /ee/ with graphemic ee and all instances of /oo/ with 

graphemic oo. 

3.1.2. Graphemic representation of Consonants 

The graphemic representation of the consonants is detailed in Table 4. The table contrasts the 

existing representation, i.e. the representation proposed by Wullenkord (circa. 1930), with the 

revised representation, i.e. the representation proposed by Roberts (1987:6, 10).
10

 

 

Table 4: Graphemic Symbols for Consonants 

Phoneme Existing Revised 

/b/ b, p b 

/ʔ/ c, „ c 

/d/ d d 

/f/ f f 

/g/ g, k g 

/h/ h h 

/j/ j j 

/k/ k k 

/l/ l l 

/m/ m m 

/n/ n n 

/g b/ q q 

/r/ r r 

/s/ s s 

/t/ t t 

/w/ w w 

 

There is no problem with graphemic representation for most of the consonant phonemes
11

. 

The issues reside specifically with the representation of /b/ and /g/ in word final position and 

the representation of /ʔ/ in word initial position. 

In Roberts (1987:333-335, 346) the phonemes /b/ and /g/ are analysed as having voiceless 

allophonic variants [p] and [k] respectively which occur in word final position
12

. This 

distribution is illustrated in (25-28). 

                                                 
10

 The phonetic realisation of the phoneme /j/ is now seen as [Ʒ] ≈ [j] instead of [ʝ] ≈ [j] as given in 

Roberts (1987). 
11

 There is also fluctuation between some phonemes in certain lexical items. Specifically /f/ ≈ /p/ in a 

word like /safol/ „axe‟ and /h/ ≈ /s/ in a word like /fuluhdoʔ/ „to multiply.‟ This kind of fluctuation is 

not considered a problem of orthographic representation as such but rather is considered a problem in 

deciding which dialectal variation should become the standard form. This can be resolved in each case. 
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(25) [bæbægum] /babagum/ „gecko‟ 

 [bɛbɛlɛʔ] /bebeleʔ/ „dream‟ 

 [bɪbɪtɔh] /bibitoh/ „his buttocks‟ 

 [bɔbɔs] /bobos/ „dust‟ 

 [bubusælɛn] /bubusalen/ „as he ran away‟ 

(26) [gælæp] /galab/ „body ornament‟ 

 [uʋɛp] /uweb/ „eagle‟ 

 [ʔædip] /ʔadib/ „black/blue dye‟ 

 [bɔlɔp] /bolob/ „trap‟ 

 [hɪnup] /hinub/ „5 days hence‟ 

(27) [gægæd] /gagad/ „barbed arrow‟ 

 [gɛgɛs] /geges/ „species of betelnut‟ 

 [gɪgɪʔit] /gigiʔit/ „tight‟ 

 [gɔgɔdɔh] /gogodoh/ „his backbone‟ 

 [gugulæʔ] /gugulaʔ/ „hurricane‟ 

(28) [ælælæk] /alalag/ „stagnant water‟ 

 [ʔaᶦlɛk] /ʔaileg/ „species of bamboo‟ 

 [ʔɪnik] /ʔinig/ „similar‟ 

 [ælɔk] /alog/ „raven‟ 

 [ʔæhuk] /ʔahug/ „a smell‟ 

In fact, there is a restriction to the occurrence of [p] and [k] in word final position in that the 

voiced alternates [b] and [g] respectively occur in word final position when the word 

comprises only one syllable, as in (29-30) for example. 

(29) [næb] /nab/ „termite‟ 

 [ʔɛb] /ʔeb/ „betelnut‟ 

 [sib] /sib/ „rubbish‟ 

 [gɔb] /gob/ „knee‟ 

 [tub] /tub/ „comb‟ 

 [ʔɑᵘb] /ʔaub/ „white‟ 

 [fo
u
b] /foub/ „he would have seen‟ 

(30) [hæg] /hag/ „sickness‟ 

 [fɛg] /feg/ „you(sg) saw(SS) …‟ 

 [lig] /lig/ „species of shrub‟ 

 [ʔɔg] /ʔog/ „frog‟ 

 [gug] /gug/ „basis‟ 

 [aᶦg] /aig/ „sharp/seed/tooth‟ 

 [wɑᵘg] /waug/ „his stomach‟ 

 [feᶦg] /feig/ „they saw(SS) …‟ 

 [hoᶦg] /hoig/ „they came(SS) …‟ 

It is normal practice to design an orthography for an unwritten language that follows the 

phonemic system of that language such that there is one and only one symbol for each 

                                                                                                                                            
12

 There is evidence that /g b/ also neutralises to [p] in word final position and the arguments for this are 

presented in Roberts (1987:336), but there is no evidence that native speakers can distinguish 

underlying /g b/ from underlying /b/ so for the purposes of orthographic representation it would be 

appropriate to represent all instances of word-final [p] with b. 
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phoneme. So in the case of Amele for the phonemes /b/ ([b]/[p]) and /g/ ([g]/[k]) the 

graphemic symbols g and b should have been adopted for all instances of these phonemes. In 

fact the designers of the previous orthography chose to represent these phonemes 

allophonically or phonetically. The convention appears to have been to represent /b/ and /g/ in 

word final position by p and k respectively and in other word positions by b and g. Amele 

speakers invariably write p and k in word final position and this is the usage in the hymnbook 

for nearly every instance of a polysyllabic word. However, it has been noticed that for 

monosyllabic words Amele speakers are often unsure, especially for the phoneme /b/, whether 

to write the voiceless or the voiced allophone in word final position. Alternate spellings of 

some common lexical items have also been noted in the hymnbook as well as elsewhere and 

are illustrated in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: Alternate Spellings in Amele Hymnbook 

for Some Monosyllabic Words 

sab ≈ sap „food‟ 

hib ≈ hip „later‟ 

gob ≈ gop „knee‟ 

meb   „kwila tree‟ 

gug ≈ guk „basis‟ 

  nak „small‟ 

  aik „seed‟ 

  wauk „his stomach‟ 

 

It is also the case that there are a few instances in the hymnbook of polysyllabic words 

spelled with the symbols b and g, for example galab „body ornament‟ and tageg „mat‟. Amele 

writers also appear to be unsure as to how to write the final character in certain reduplicated 

forms, since presumably in these cases it is perceived that the first instance of b/g is the same 

as the second instance even though it is phonetically different. Some illustrative examples are 

given in (31-32). 

(31) /abab/ „hand movement‟ 

 /dabadab/ „plenty‟ 

 /gabagab/ „stretcher‟ 

 /jabajab/ „inheritence/share‟ 

 /gubagub/ „species of tree‟ 

(32) /magamag/ „staghorn fern‟ 

 /begabeg/ „orphan‟ 

 /megameg/ „good work‟ 

 /mogamog/ „species of tree‟ 

 /lugalug/ „joist‟ 

 /ugug/ „New Guinea eagle‟ 

In Roberts (1987) it was proposed to revise the existing orthography to a phonemic 

representation for /b/ and /g/ since, while speakers of Amele can appreciate the phonetic 

difference between [b]/[p] and [g]/[k], the fact that they still perceive these as allophonic 

variants of the single phonemes /b/ and /g/ respectively shows up in certain ways as described 

above. This proposal was put to the AOC. Further examples of [g]/[k] alternation (see Table 

6) were also presented from the possessed noun and verb morphology to illustrate that these 

phonetic forms represent the same phoneme /g/. 
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Table 6: Morphological Illustrations of [g]/[k] Allophonic Alternation 

[hiæk] /hiag/ „his friend‟ [hiægul] /hiagul/ „his friends‟ 

[ætɛk] /ateg/ „his daughter‟ [ætɛgul] /ategul/ „his daughters‟ 

[ʔɔtik] /ʔotig/ „his brother‟ [ʔɔtugul] /ʔotugul/ „his brothers‟ 

[hɔlik] /holig/ „I used to come‟ [hugʌ] /huga/ „I came‟ 

[hɔlɔk] /holog/ „you(sg) used to 

come‟ 

[hɔgʌ] /hoga/ „you(sg) came‟ 

[hɔloᶦk] /holoig/ „they used to 

come‟ 

[hoᶦgʌ] /hoiga/ „they came‟ 

 

After the presentation of this evidence the AOC decided that it would be better to represent 

all instances of the phonemes /b/ and /g/, including word final occurrences, with the symbols 

b and g respectively. 

The other phoneme that has caused some orthographical difficulties is the glottal stop /ʔ/. 

This is analysed in Roberts (1987:333-334) as a full phoneme on the basis of the following 

evidence. 

(i) /ʔ/ occurs in word initial, medial and final position and contrasts in these positions with 

the other phonemes in the language, /t, d, g/, from which it could be possible to derive 

the glottal stop (see Table 7). 

 

Table 7: Phonemic Contrasts for the Glottal Stop 

/ʔ/ /t/ /d/ /g/ 

[ʔæ] [tæ] [dæ] [gæ]

 „with‟  „sago scraps‟  „apprehension‟  „shellfish‟ 

[ʔɛʔ] [tɛʔ] [dɛʔ] [gɛʔ]

 „to copulate‟  „to go up‟  „from‟  „interjection‟ 

[ʔih]  [dih] [gih]

 „fun‟   „just‟  „forked‟ 

[ʔɔl] [tɔl] [dɔl] [gɔl]

 „bowstring‟  „tree centre‟  „ghost‟  „red‟ 

[ʔul] [tul] [dul] [gul]

 „heart‟  „smell‟  „handle‟  „unripe‟ 

[tɛʔɛp] [tɛtɛp]  
 „he goes up(DS)‟  „as he goes up(DS)‟   

[dɔʔɔp]  [dɔdɔp] 
 „he knows(DS)‟   „as he knows(DS)‟  

[nɛʔɛp]   [nɛgɛp]

 „he comes down(DS)‟    „species of fish‟ 

[gæʔ]  [gæd] [gæg]

 „iguana‟   „crazy‟  „boiling‟ 

[hæʔ] [hæt]  [hæg]

 „boundary‟  „sugar cane‟   „sickness‟ 

[tɛʔ] [tɛt]  
 „to go up‟  „pillow‟   

[ɔdɔʔ]  [ɔdɔd] 
 „to do‟   „garden path‟  

 

(ii) /ʔ/ also contrasts with its absence in word initial and final positions (see Table 8). 
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Table 8: Contrast of /ʔ/ with Its Absence 

[ʔæm] „sun‟ [æm] „heap‟ 

[ʔɛ
u
] „fermented root drink‟ [ɛ

u
] „that‟ 

[ʔɔn] „his lips‟ [ɔn] „he got‟ 

[ʔul] „his heart‟ [ul] „axe handle‟ 

[ʔus] „wild‟ [us] „sleep‟ 

    

[dæʔ] „garden boundary‟ [dæ] „apprehension‟ 

[bɛʔ] „come up‟ [bɛ] „his neck‟ 

[Ʒiʔ] „road‟ [Ʒi] „he eats(SS)‟ 

[hɔʔ] „come‟ [ho] „pig‟ 

[luʔ] „bark rope‟ [lu] „time of food‟ 

 

Under the existing orthography two symbols are used to represent /ʔ/. The apostrophe 

symbol ’ is used for word initial position and c is used for other word positions. There are 

problems with this arrangement. Firstly it is contrary to the phonemic based practice of 

orthography design to have two different symbols for the one phoneme. Secondly this 

convention is not strictly adhered to either by Amele writers or in the Amele literature in that 

frequently the initial apostrophe symbol is omitted from words where it should be written. For 

example, the symbol for word initial glottal does not appear to be used at all in the Life of 

Christ and instances of glottal omission also occur in the hymnbook, as illustrated in Table 9. 

The omission can occur even in cases where it is a reduplicated form and the second glottal is 

marked with c. In other words, the apostrophe can be omitted even where there are compel-

ling reasons for writing it. This would indicate that by having a diacritic type symbol for the 

word initial position of glottal stop the orthography system is implying that the phoneme is in 

these instances less important, i.e. sub-phonemic, and therefore does not need to be written. 

 

Table 9: Examples of Glottal Omission in the Amele Hymnbook 

abi /ʔabi/ „work/garden‟ 

almi /ʔalmi/ „he dies(SS)‟ 

ajeqan /ʔajeqan/ „we will appear‟ 

ehewan /ʔehewan/ „his riches‟ 

emenuk /ʔemenug/ „near‟ 

ijigian /ʔijigian/ „he will roast‟ 

obona /ʔobona/ „he is walking‟ 

ois /ʔois/ „alright‟ 

udun /ʔudun/ „place‟ 

acadi /ʔaʔadi/ „as he fights‟ 

ocobi /ʔoʔobi/ „as he walks‟ 

uculi /ʔuʔuli/ „as he leaves‟ 

 

In Roberts (1987) it is recommended that the symbol c be used in all word positions for /ʔ/ 

not only to maintain a standard phonemic based orthographic practice but also to help Amele 

writers to write the glottal where it occurs in word initial position. This recommendation was 

accepted by the AOC. 

3.2. Logographic Representation of Words 

The issues of logographic representation concern where to make word-breaks with certain 

forms. Firstly, with certain clitic type words such as postpositions, conjunctions, sentence 

particles, articles, emphatic words, negative particles, demonstrative pronouns and even 

adjectives, Amele speakers write them either attached to a preceding element or not. So the 

issue here is to decide what convention should be adopted for these word types. Should they 
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be written attached to a preceding element or not? At the moment writers are inconsistent 

regarding these forms and also the convention is inconsistent in the Amele literature. Related 

to this there are also cases where various compound forms can be joined or not. Secondly, 

with certain verb forms some Amele writers prefer to make a word-break within the verb and 

this practice has also been observed in the hymnbook, for example. So the question to decide 

here is which verb forms, if any, should have word-breaks within the verb? Also with respect 

to word-breaks there is the question of whether reduplicated forms should be written as one 

word or two. 

No attempt was made in Roberts (1987) to determine the nature of the orthographic word in 

Amele since this was considered to be beyond the scope of the grammar. It is the purpose of 

this article therefore to describe how the conventions for determining what constitutes an 

orthographic word in Amele were decided upon. 

As already mentioned it is often difficult to decide what constitutes an orthographic word in 

any given language. The notion that words form a phonological and grammatical unit and can 

be represented orthographically as such appears intuitive cross-linguistically. For example, 

Sapir noted: 

“Linguistic experience, both as expressed in standardised, written form and as tested 

in daily usage, indicates overwhelmingly that there is not, as a rule, the slightest 

difficulty in bringing the word to consciousness as a psychological reality. No more 

convincing test could be desired than this, that the naive Indian, quite unaccustumed 

to the concept of the written word, has nevertheless no serious difficulty in dictating a 

text to a linguistic student word by word.” (Sapir, 1921:33-34) 

and Robins makes a similar comment: 

“… diverse experience goes to show that native speakers have an intuitive awareness 

of word-like entities in their own language, whether written or not, to a greater extent 

than they have of other grammatical elements and structures set up by the linguist.” 

(Robins, 1980:149) 

Bloomfield (1935:177-81) has also described the word as the “minimum free form.” 

However, there are theoretical issues concerning word identification and definition and they 

relate directly to determining the orthographic word. These issues concern deciding whether a 

particular word-like unit has the status of being a word or not. In English, for example, are a 

and the of the same status as words like dog and cat? They also concern deciding where to 

place word boundaries. In English again, for example, are the following nominal compounds 

one word or two?: bee-sting, earthquake, firing squad, haircut, birth-control, dressmaking, 

fox-hunting, gamekeeper, language teacher, call girl, drawbridge, cooking apple, drinking-

water. Orthographically they are represented diversely as one word or two words, or two 

words joined by a hyphen when, in fact, grammatically they all form single word units. 

A number of linguists (for example Robins (1980), Lyons (1968), and Matthews (1974)) 

have distinguished three main senses of the term „word‟. Firstly, there is the phonological 

word, also termed the word-form. The boundaries of the phonological word is determined by 

phonological criteria such as stress placement and the scope of vowel harmony. These 

linguists would identify the orthographic word primarily with the phonological word since 

they are both physical, objective realisations. Secondly, there is the grammatical or 

morphosyntactic word. The morphosyntactic word is a unit that functions in the grammar of 

the language. This notion assumes that there is a word level in the grammatical structure of 

the language and that the word is the same kind of theoretical unit as sentence or morpheme. 

Thirdly, there is the lexeme. The lexeme is an abstract unit which refers to the common or 

base form of the word that can be extracted when a set of forms are variations within a 

paradigm, such as show, shows, showed, shown, showing. It is interesting that all of these 

linguists would discount any definition of word based on traditional or notional ideas such as 

„units of meaning‟, for example: 
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“Definitions of the word unit have not been lacking, but those relying on non-formal, 

extra-grammatical criteria such as „possessing a single meaning‟ or „conveying a 

single idea‟ are of little value.” (Robins, 1980:149) 

In the case of defining the orthographic word in Amele I found that where the phonological, 

morphosyntactic and semantic criteria all converged there was no difficulty in defining the 

orthographic word but where these criteria did not converge it was usually the „meaning‟ 

criterion that was decisive in defining the orthographic word. 

3.2.1. Clitic type elements 

The clitic type elements where it has been observed that writers join these to preceding 

elements are as follows: 

(i) Postpositions: There are five simple postpositions which have no restriction as to the 

element which must precede it. These are na „at/in/on/with/of‟, ca „with/add/have/at 

/in/towards‟, nu „for/so/about‟, dec „from‟ and we „like/able‟. There are three compound 

postpositions which have an obligatory preceding element in each case. These are sec 

„way‟ and hen „way‟, which must be preceded by a demonstrative pronoun.
13

 

Postpositions are nearly always written attached to a preceding element. Examples are 

given in (33) with the postposition underlined. 

(33) ijana „my‟ 

 jobonna „to the village‟ 

 ijaca „and/with/to me‟ 

 amegca „with his eye‟ 

 anadec „from where?‟ 

 mahanadec „out of the ground‟ 

 hugiannu „so he will come‟ 

 hugiannuca „and so he will come‟ 

 isec „this way‟ 

 euhen „over there‟ 

 cinigwe „seems like‟ 

 hocwe „able to come‟ 

(ii) Conjunctions: Conjunctions can have a subordinating or coordinating function. They 

are fi „if‟, mi „if‟, fo „or‟ and qa „but‟. Conjunctions are nearly always attached to a 

preceding element and in fact fi can be incorporated into the medial form of the verb
14

. 

Examples are given in (34). 

(34) hugianfi „if he comes‟ 

 qeefi „if not‟ 

 hufig „if I come(SS)‟ 

 houbmi „if he had come‟ 

 ahulfo „or coconut‟ 

 ijaqa „but I‟ 

 houbmiqa „but if he had come‟ 

(iii) Sentence particles
15

: There are ten particles that can be attached to the end of the 

sentence to express various notions of illocutionary force. da „contraexpectation/cond-

itional obligation‟, dain „apprehension/warning‟, do „encouragement/exhortation‟, fo 

„information question‟, fa „dubitive‟, le „permissive‟, ijom/om „assertive‟, mo 

                                                 
13

 In Roberts (1987) I analyse the reflexive marker on pronouns, -dodoc „self‟, as a postposition 

whereas it should be analysed as a reflexive suffix since it can only occur on pronouns. 
14

 This phenomenon is discussed further in Roberts (1988a, 1988b). 
15

 Sentence particles in Amele are more fully described in Roberts (1990). 
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„supplicative‟, nu „hortative‟ and nu „habitual‟. These particles are nearly always attach-

ed to the preceding element, usually the verb, as in (35) for example. 

(35) wa honda „nevertheless it did rain‟ 

 mala qoumda „you should have killed the chicken‟ 

 qetitecdain „lest I cut myself‟ 

 wa hugiando „it is most likely going to rain‟ 

 eu ihocfa „maybe that is enough‟ 

 uqa hoiafo „did he come?‟ 

 qa qoiaijom „he really beat the dog‟ 

 hina nuugale „you may go‟ 

 saab itigamo „please give me food‟ 

 uqa honanu „he always comes‟ 

 ege belecnu „let us go!‟ 

(iv) Article: The indefinite article oso is often attached to the preceding element, as in (36) 

for example. 

(36) meloso „a boy‟ 

 danaoso „a man‟ 

 inoso „whoever‟ 

(v) Emphatic words: Emphatic words such as bahic „very/really‟, dih „just‟, himec „only‟, 

gul „own/self‟ are often attached to a preceding element, as in (37) for example. 

(37) mebahic „very good‟ 

 ijadih „just I‟ 

 euhimec „only that‟ 

 amigul „my own eyes‟ 

(vi) Negative particle: The negative particle qee is often attached to a preceding element 

which it qualifies, as in (38) for example. 

(38) caqee „without‟ 

 meqee „no good‟ 

 ihocqee „unable‟ 

 weqee „not like‟ 

(vii) Demonstrative pronouns: The demonstrative pronouns i „this‟ and eu „that‟ are often 

attached to a following personal pronoun or anaphoric element, as in (39) for example. 

(39) iage „these‟ 

 euage „those‟ 

 iedi „like this‟ 

 euodi „like that‟ 

(viii) Adjectives: Occasionally adjectives are attached to another element in titular forms, 

especially when the adjective is placed before the modified nominal to indicate a 

specific instance of the item. The examples in (40) are taken from the hymnbook. 

(40) kisgun breath forbidden „Holy Spirit‟ 

 deelben day big „judgement day‟ 

 meje good talk „the gospel‟ 

3.2.2. Compound forms 

There are various compound forms where Amele writers are inconsistent as to whether they 

write them joined or not. This same inconsistency also appears in the hymnbook. The main 

examples are: 
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(i) Compound verb phrases: These are a type of verb phrase where a copula type of verb 

such as qoc „hit‟ or mec „put‟ is preceded by a nominal or adjectival element to form a 

compound expression
16

, as in (41) for example. 

(41) aig qoc seed hit „to bear fruit‟ 

 ameg qoc eye hit „to be dazzled‟ 

 me qoc good hit „to bear fruit‟ 

 cal mec ? put „to die‟ 

 wal mec rainbow put „to become ripe‟ 

 ihoc mec enough put „to practise‟ 

(ii) Compound noun phrases: These are a type of noun phrase where two nominals form a 

compound expression, as in (42) for example. 

(42) cabi gel garden fence „year‟ 

 man wag bird canoe „aeroplane‟ 

 halu je vine talk „radio antenna‟ 

 mel gah boy fly „twins‟ 

 maha gemo ground middle „outside‟ 

 dana caja man woman „people‟ 

3.2.3. Word-breaks 

The issues of where to make word-breaks applies to reduplicated forms and verbs. The nature 

of the orthographic issues relating to word-breaks will be discussed in sections 3.2.3-5 and the 

solutions adopted by the AOC are presented in section 3.2.6. 

3.2.3.1. Reduplicated forms. Reduplication has a range of forms and functions in Amele and a 

more detailed account is given in Roberts (1991a). For the purposes of orthographic 

representation however, only the type of reduplication that involves reduplication of a whole 

word is problematic. The function of this type of reduplication is derivational in that a new 

word is formed by the reduplication process. It is possible to reduplicate all the different word 

classes in Amele including words that carry inflection, such as inalienably possessed nouns 

and verbs. Examples are given in Table 10. For monomorphemic words Amele speakers 

normally write the reduplicated form as one word, but for the inflectional words Amele 

speakers normally write them as two separate words. 

3.2.3.2. Verbs and word-breaks. It has been noticed that for certain verb forms it is possible 

for Amele speakers to insert word-breaks in the written form. This occurs in various kinds of 

written material as well as in the hymnbook. Again there is inconsistency since for any given 

form it can appear with or without a word-break. So this is another area of the orthography 

where a particular convention needs to be established and then adhered to by all Amele 

writers. The verb forms which can have word-breaks are as follows: 

(i) Serial verb forms: Serial verbs comprise two or three verb stems with a common 

subject and only the final verb stem in the series carrying the full verb morphology. 

Serial verbs can describe a sequence of closely related actions or the final verb stem in 

the series can have one of several specialised functions such as (a) add an aspectual 

meaning, (b) have a copular function and add no extra meaning, for example the verbs 

qoc „hit‟ and mec „put‟ normally have this function, (c) carry object markers where the 

other verb(s) in the series are of a category which cannot carry object markers
17

, and (d) 

add a directional meaning in the case of motion verbs. Serial verb constructions are 

usually written with a word-break between the verb stems
18

, as in (43) for example. 

                                                 
16

 See Roberts (1987:309-311) for more examples of these compound forms. 
17

 For more information on object agreement in Amele see Roberts (1993a, 1996, 1998, 2001). 
18

 This along with the fact that each serial verb „stem‟ has a final predicate marker -i would support the 

argument that serial verb constructions in Amele are in fact series of verb phrases. 
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(43) hu jena „he comes and eats‟ 

 mani jeia „she cooks and eats‟ 

 ji figen „I will taste and see‟ 

 ahu ehadi tigian „he will take them up‟ 

 du cuhadogina „they know well‟ 

 cehi hedoin „they finished planting‟ 

 nui bilimeig „they continued to go(SS)‟ 

 

Table 10. Reduplicated Words 

Nouns (nonpossessed): 

jo „house‟ jojo „houses‟ 

bagac „leaf‟ bagacbagac „thin‟ 

Pronouns: 

oso „one‟ osooso „anyone‟ 

ana „where‟ anaana „wherever‟‟ 

Adjectives: 

me „good‟ meme „very good, many 

good things‟ 

nag „small‟ nagnag „very small, many 

small things‟ 

Postpositions: 

ca „add, with‟ caca „alike‟ 

na „in, at‟ nana „in every one, at 

every place‟ 

Possessed Nouns: 

cotig „brother‟ cotigcotig „brothers‟ 

cebinag „sibling of opposite 

sex‟ 

cebinagcebinag „brother and sister‟ 

Verbs: 

fec „to see‟ fecfec „seeing‟ 

doc „to know‟ docdoc „knowing‟ 

feceb „he looked-DS‟ fecebfecebec „to look at each other‟ 

qocob „he hit-DS‟ qocobqocobec „to hit each other‟ 

qetudocob „he cut him-DS‟ qetudocobqetudocobec „to cut each other‟ 

 

(ii) Verbs with object markers: A verb with an object marker is often written with a word-

break. In the examples in (44) the object marker is underlined. 

(44) cahahac gimei „he rescues us(SS)‟ 

 fanin tetegin „as they deceive me‟ 

 di teceb „he pulls me(DS)‟ 

 tem higian „he will test you‟ 

 cesul adaga „help them‟ 

 ma aden „he said to them‟ 

(iii) Impersonal verbs
19

: Impersonal verbs normally indicate a change of physiological or 

psychological state. Subject agreement is always third person singular and the 

                                                 
19

 For a complete discussion of impersonal constructions in Amele see Roberts (2001). 
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experiencer of the change of state is marked on the verb by object agreement. There are 

two basic types of impersonal verb. With one type there is a nominal element followed 

by verb agreement. With the other type there is a nominal or adjectival element 

followed by the verb qoc „to hit‟. This second type is similar to the compound verbs 

described above except that the verb agreement configuration is different and whatever 

convention is applied to them would be applied to this type of impersonal verb. In the 

case of the first type of impersonal verb the nominal element can be an NP with 

distinctive elements or an inalienably possessed noun which itself takes distinctive 

person and number morphology. This type of impersonal verb is nearly always written 

with a word-break, as in (45) for example. 

(45) wen tena „I am hungry‟ 

 dain higian „you will be in pain‟ 

 majani tena „I am ashamed‟ 

 cucui adigian „they will be afraid‟ 

 wa gab dona „he is thirsty‟ 

(iv) Verbs with multisyllablic stems: Verbs with stems of two or more syllables are often 

written with a word-break between the stem and the verbal suffixation regardless of 

whether there is an object marker present or not, as in (46) for example. 

(46) galal ena „it is drying‟ 

 qelel owain „they will not tremble‟ 

 cucui oqagan „they will fear‟ 

 cacagan eia „he spoke in his sleep‟ 

(v) Verbs with vowel final stems: Verbs which happen to have a vowel stem-final are often 

written with a word-break between the stem and the verbal suffixation, as in (47) for 

example. 

(47) sa egina „they are telling‟ 

 uta eia „he called‟ 

 mele eceb „he believes(DS)‟ 

 celebo egina „they are happy‟ 

 

Table 11: Verbs with Single Consonant Stems 

INF  TODP SER 3SG.DO 3PL.DO 

b-ec „to come up‟ b-eia b-i   

c-ec „to copulate‟ c-eia c-i can-d-oia can-ad-eia 

d-oc „to know‟ d-oia d-u   

f-ec „to see‟ f-eia f-i feci-d-oia feci-ad-eia 

h-oc „to come‟ h-oia h-u   

j-ec „to eat‟ j-eia j-i je-ud-oia je-ad-eia 

j-oc „to wash‟ j-oia j-u jo-ud-oia jo-ad-eia 

l-ec „to go(near)‟ l-eia l-i   

m-ec „to put‟ m-eia m-i m-ud-oia m-ad-eia 

n-ec „to come 

down‟ 

n-eia n-i   

n-oc „to go down‟ n-oia n-u   

q-oc „to hit‟ q-oia q-u q-oia a>q<eia 

t-ec „to go up‟ t-eia t-i   

 

With respect to word-breaks occurring within verbs there is a set of verbs to which this does 

not apply in a straightforward way. These are verbs that can be analysed as having a stem 
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comprising just a single consonant and are illustrated in Table 11. Where these verbs do not 

have object agreement it is not possible to separate the stem from the verb agreement 

orthographically. The infinitive form (INF), the third person singular today‟s past tense form 

(TODP), and the serial verb stem form (SER) are given in Table 11 to show how each of 

these verbs basically has a single consonant stem. Some of these verbs are irregular as to how 

they take direct object (DO) agreement and third person singular and plural object formation 

is also illustrated in Table 11 for those verbs that can be transitive. The irregularities are 

various. For example, cec and fec form completely different stems whereas with qoc second 

and third person dual and plural object markers form a circumfix around the verb stem and the 

third person singular object marker -ud is completely absorbed in the stem. 

These then are the main logographic issues of word-break assignment. In the next two 

sections the various phonological and morphosyntactic criteria that can influence word-break 

assignment in the orthography will be examined before proceeding to the solutions adopted 

by the AOC. 

3.2.4. Phonological criteria for word determination 

There are several phonological criteria that can influence word-break assignment and these 

will be discussed in turn. 

3.2.4.1. Stress. The phonological word in Amele is defined in Roberts (1987:345) as “a 

rhythm unit having one major stress placement, the physical manifestation of stress being 

relatively greater intensity often accompanied by relatively higher pitch.” It is also stated in 

Roberts (1987:345) that “In general the boundaries of phonological and grammatical words 

coincide.” 

The stress pattern defines the shape of the phonological word. There are two basic types of 

stress pattern in Amele. One, which is wholly predictable and determined exclusively by 

phonological criteria, applies to monomorphemic words and the other, which is much less 

predictable and determined more by morphosyntactic criteria, applies to polymorphemic 

words such as inalienably possessed nouns and verbs. 

The stress pattern for monomorphemic words is determined by the ordered rules [1] and [2] 

such that [2] only applies if [1] has not applied. Informally these rules state that primary stress 

is placed on the first closed syllable in the monomorphemic word otherwise, if there is no 

closed syllable in the word, on the first syllable. A monomorphemic word can have a 

maximum of three syllables and for the purposes of stress placement a diphthong can count as 

a closed syllable if there are no other syllables in the word closed by a consonant. So for the 

purposes of stress placement the offglides [
i
] and [

u
] function as the consonants [j] and [w], 

respectively. Where there is more than one closed syllable (or equivalent) there is a 

hierarchical application of rule [1] as indicated in the brackets. So the environment of CC will 

take precedence over the environment of C # for stress placement. Both [1] and [2] read the 

word from left to right. 

 [1] V → [stress] / ___ {  CC  <  C #  } first closed syllable, or, if not 

 [2] V → [stress] /  #  (C) ___ then first syllable 

Some examples are given in (48) to illustrate these stress rules. Illustrations of stress on the 

first closed syllable are given in (48a) and illustrations of stress on the first syllable are given 

in (48b). 

(48) a. [duˈæn] /duan/ „cold‟ 

 [ɪtɪˈtɔm] /ititom/ „righteous‟ 

 [ˈænse] /anse/ „left hand‟ 

 [Ʒæˈwælti] /jawalti/ „wind from the north‟ 

 [ˈdænbɛn] /danben/ „village name‟ 

 [seᶦˈbul] /seibul/ „war club‟ 

 b. [ˈnui] /nui/ „island‟ 
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 [ˈmæhʌ] /maha/ „ground‟ 

 [ˈnɪfulʌ] /nifula/ „species of beetle‟ 

 [ˈtoᶦʌ] /toia/ „old‟ 

 [bæˈsaᶦ] /basai/ „surface‟ 

These stress rules can distinguish an item that is a phonological word from one that is not. 

The items in (49) are single phonological words since they have one primary stress 

placement. The items in (50), on the other hand, are instances of two phonological words, 

since they have two positions of primary stress placement, and in fact are reduplicated 

nominal forms. 

(49) [ˈdɔdo] /dodo/ „story‟ 

 [ˈgɪgi] /gigi/ „grass‟ 

 [ɔˈdɔd] /odod/ „garden path‟ 

 [uˈdud] /udud/ „species of ginger‟ 

(50) [ˈaᶦsˈaᶦs] /aisais/ „danger‟ 

 [ˈfɔloˈfɔlo] /folofolo/ „lungs‟ 

 [ˈhigˈhig] /highig/ „Doria‟s hawk‟ 

 [ˈugˈug] /ugug/ „New Guinea eagle‟ 

There are other phonological indicators of word-break possibilites in some of the items in 

(49) and (50). For example with [ˈdɔdo] only the final vowel has a word final lax quality, 

whereas with [ˈfɔloˈfɔlo] there are two vowels with a word final lax quality. With respect to 

logographic representation, while native speakers of Amele have demonstrated in their 

writing that it is possible to write the items in (50) with or without a break in the middle, they 

have also demonstrated that it is not possible to write the items in (49) with a medial word-

break. This is illustrated in (49a) and (50a) and shows that Amele speakers do understand 

where word-breaks are possible although a standard convention has not been adopted in some 

cases. (The # indicates a word boundary.) 

(49) a. /dodo/ dodo *do do „story‟ 

  /gigi/ gigi *gi gi „grass‟ 

  /odod/ odod *od od „garden path‟ 

  /udud/ udud *ud ud „species of ginger‟ 

(50) a. /ais#ais/ aisais ais ais „danger‟ 

  /folo#folo/ folofolo folo folo „lungs‟ 

  /hig#hig/ highig hig hig „Doria‟s hawk‟ 

  /ug#ug/ ugug ug ug „New Guinea eagle‟ 

For polymorphemic words the situation with stress placement is more complex and 

morphosyntactic criteria play a greater role than phonological criteria. Stress placement varies 

according to the particular paradigmatic form of the verb or possessed noun. So for some verb 

forms, viz. present tense, today‟s, yesterday‟s, remote and negative past tense, future tense 

and simultaneous action, stress is placed on the subject agreement marker, as in (51) for 

example. 

(51) [fɪˈgɪnʌ] /figina/ „I see‟ 

 [ˈfigʌ] /figa/ „I saw (today)‟ 

 [fɛˈlɛm] /felem/ „I did not see‟ 

 [foˈwæsɪn] /fowasin/ „they(2) will not see‟ 

 [fɪfɪˈgɪn] /fifigin/ „as I see(SS)‟ 

For other verb forms, viz. habitual aspect, sequential action, counterfactual mood, and 

negative future tense, primary stress is placed on the essential operator in the verb, i.e. the 

aspect, mood or negative marker, as in (52) for example. 
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(52) [fɔˈlɔsi] /folosi/ „they(2) used to come‟ 

 [fɛˈʔɛmin] /feʔemin/ „I saw(DS)‟ 

 [feᶦˈɑᵘn] /feia<u>n/ „he did not see‟ 

With one verb form, the sequential SS form, the verb stem is stressed. This may be 

explained by the fact that with this form of the verb the verb morphology can be deleted to 

form a „stripped down‟ serial verb. An example is given in (53). 

(53) [ˈfimeᶦk] /fimeig/ „they see(SS)‟ 

 [ˈfi] /fi/ „they see(SS)‟ 

Where there is an object marker in the verb this normally carries the primary stress 

regardless of which stress category the form of the verb belongs, as shown in (54). The 

underlining indicates the morpheme that would carry the primary word stress if the object 

marker were not present. 

(54) [mæˈædigʌ] /maadiga/ „I said to them (today)‟ 

 [mæˈædɔlik] /maadolig/ „I used to say to them‟ 

 [mæˈædimik] /maadimig/ „I said to them(SS)‟ 

For the inalienably possessed noun forms there is a general stress rule such that primary 

stress is placed on the final syllable of the word regardless of the phonological shape of the 

word
20

, as illustrated in (55). 

(55) [ʔɔˈti] /ʔoti/ „my brother‟ 

 [ʔɔtiˈge] /ʔotige/ „our brother‟ 

 [ʔɔtiˈɛl] /ʔotiel/ „my brothers‟ 

 [ʔɔtiˈgeᶦl] /ʔotigeil/ „our brothers‟ 

As mentioned at the beginning of this section it is not always the case that the phonological 

word coincides with the morphosyntactic word. This is especially true of postpositional 

phrases where there is often one primary stress placement for the whole phrase. Examples are 

given in (56). In each of these examples primary word stress is placed on the syllable that 

precedes the postposition. 

(56) a. [ˈmæhʌ] /maha/ „ground‟ 

cf.  [mæˈhænʌ] /maha na/ „on the ground‟ 

 b. [ˈƷo] /jo/ „house‟ 

cf.  [ˈƷɔnʌ] /jo na/ „at the house‟ 

 c. [ˈijʌ] /ija/ „I‟ 

cf.  [iˈjænu] /ija nu/ „for me‟ 

 d. [Ʒɔˈbɔn] /jobon/ „village‟ 

cf.  [Ʒɔˈbɔndɛʔ] /jobon dec/ „from the village‟ 

3.2.4.2. Vowel and Consonant Quality. The [high] vowels /a, e, o/ have lax alternates that 

only occur in word-final position and this can often indicate the end of a morphosyntactic 

word, as in (57) for example. 

(57) [mælʌ] /mala/ „chicken‟ 

 [fɛnʌ] /fena/ „he sees‟ 

 [mɛ] /me/ „good‟ 

 [ɛne] /ene/ „here‟ 

 [Ʒo] /jo/ „house‟ 

 [ɔso] /oso/ „one‟ 
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 There is some variation to this stress rule for first person singular forms. See Roberts (1987:359-361) 

for details. 
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However, it is also the case that such lax vowels will assume a tense quality when 

phonologically bound to a clitic type word, as in (58) for example. 

(58) [fɛnæfi] /fenafi/ „if he sees‟ 

 [mɛbæhiʔ] /mebahic/ „very good‟ 

 [Ʒɔnʌ] /jona/ „at the house‟ 

Certain consonants have allophonic variants that can occur in word final position as 

illustrated in Table 12
21

. 

 

Table 12: Word final Consonant Variation 

Consonant 

phoneme 

 Word-final 

variant 

/b/ → [p]

/g b/ → [p]

/g/ → [k]

/j/ → [Ʒ]

/w/ → [ʋ]

 

This variation can often indicate a word boundary, as in (59) for example. 

(59) [gælæpmɛnʌ] /galab#mena/ „he decorates‟ 

 [æmɛkmɛnʌ] /ameg#mena/ „he keeps a lookout‟ 

 [siʋg boᶦʌ] /siw#g boia/ „he yawned‟ 

3.2.4.3. Vowel and Consonant Clusters. Clusters of vowels that do not form diphthongs or 

clusters of consonants are often indicative of word boundaries, as in (60) for example. 

(60) [beæʋeᶦʌ] /be#aweia/ „he carried by the mouth‟ 

 [hɛƷeoᶦʌ] /heje#oia/ „he stole‟ 

 [hægg boᶦʌ] /hag#g boia/ „he was sick‟ 

 [ʔæhukmeᶦʌ] /ʔahug#meia/ „it was smelly‟ 

It is not always the case, however, that a consonant cluster indicates a word boundary since 

there are a limited number of monomorphemic words in the language, mainly names, with 

internal consonant clusters, as in (61) for example. 

(61) /anse/ „left hand‟ 

 /danben/ „village name‟ 

 /jawalti/ „north wind‟ 

 /jelso/ „village name‟ 

 /misangul/ „man‟s name‟ 

 /qalilna/ „village name‟ 

At the end of this section it should be noted that there were several cases where the 

phonological word did not coincide with the morphosyntactic word. Specifically there were 

cases of overdifferentiation and underdifferentiation: 

(i) The reduplicated forms in (50) have a stress pattern indicating two phonological words 

but are reduplicated forms which form a single morphosyntactic unit. The phonological 

pattern therefore overdifferentiates against the morphosyntactic pattern. 
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 The justification for these analyses is given in Roberts (1987:333-340). 
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(ii) The postpositional phrases in (56) form a unit of a single phonological word but are, in 

fact, a combination of a postposition and a nominal. The phonological pattern therefore 

underdifferentiates against the morphosyntactic pattern. 

3.2.5. Grammatical criteria for word determination 

No general definition of the grammatical word is given in Roberts (1987) although various 

operational criteria for defining the major grammatical word classes of noun, pronoun, verb, 

adjective and postposition are described (Roberts 1987:149-157). Other clitic type particles 

such as sentence particles, coordinating and subordinating conjunctions, indefinite article, 

emphatic words and negative particles, are described in various places in the grammar, viz. 

Roberts (1987:74-75, 78-81, 88, 90, 98-99, 110-11, 323-324). In general terms the gram-

matical or morphosyntactic word could be defined in Amele as the minimal representative of 

the particular word class. So a noun is the minimal representative of the class „noun‟, a verb is 

the minimal representative of the class „verb‟, a postposition is the minimal representative of 

the class „postposition‟ and so forth. 

Concerning the principle of logographic word-breaks two grammatical principles are 

relevant in determining the nature of the orthographic word in Amele, grammatical depend-

ency and interruptability. 

3.2.5.1. Grammatical dependency.  The principle of grammatical dependency applies primar-

ily in defining the orthographic word with respect to elements that can be joined to a 

preceding element. Of the major word classes, nouns, pronouns, verbs and adjectives are 

grammatically independent in the sense that a single noun, pronoun, verb or adjective can 

function as the head of a phrasal constituent and can also be the sole realisation of that 

constituent. So a noun, pronoun or adjective can occur as the sole realisation of the NP and 

the verb can occur as the sole realisaton of the verb phrase
22

 or sentence. The word class 

postposition, however, is grammatically dependent. While a postposition must occur as the 

head of the PP it cannot occur as the sole realisation of the PP. A noun, pronoun, adjective, 

NP, PP or S must occur as the object of the postposition. For example. 

(62) a. jobon dec „from the village‟ 

house from  (noun as object) 

 b. uqa na „his‟ 

3SG of  (pronoun as object) 

 c. ben ca „bigger‟ 

big add  (adjective as object) 

 d. dana caub nu „for/about the white man‟ 

man white for  (NP as object) 

 e. maha na dec „from out of the ground‟ 

ground in from  (PP as object) 

 f. age du-egi-na eu na „at (the place where) they dance‟ 

3PL dance-3PL.SU-PRES that at  (clause as object) 

It is also the case that postpositions cannot be stranded by movement rules but rather they 

must accompany the object element in the movement process. For example, in a nonecho 

question it is normal for the questioned element to be moved to the preverbal focus position. 

Where the questioned element is a postpositional phrase (PP), say a comitative phrase as 

illustrated in (63), the whole phrase must be moved. 

(63) a. Hina ___ jobon in ca nu-esi-a? 

2PL  village who with go-2DU.SU-TODP 

  „Who did you go to the village with?‟ 
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 See Roberts (1987:154-156) for the criteria for distinguishing the category adjective from that of 

noun. See Roberts (1988b) for detailed arguments for a verb phrase constituent in Amele. 
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 b. *Hina ___ ca jobon in nu-esi-a? 

 2PL  with village who go-2DU.SU-TODP 

Another example of movement would be in the case of the relative clause (RC). The 

relativised element must occur as the first element in the RC. If this is a PP, say an 

instrumental phrase as in (64), the whole phrase must be moved. 

(64) a. Sapol na ija ___ ja qatan-ig-a eu ene bil-i-a. 

axe with 1SG  firewood split-1SG.SU-TODP that here sit-3SG.SU-TODP 

  „The axe that I split the firewood with is here.‟ 

 b. *Sapol ija ___ na ja qatan-ig-a eu ene bil-i-a. 

 axe 1SG  with firewood split-1SG.SU-TODP that here sit-3SG.SU-TODP 

The postposition is grammatically dependent but it is not an inflectional suffix like the 

agreement morphology on verbs and possessed nouns. Verb morphology such as 

subject/object person and number agreement, and tense, aspect, mood and negation 

suffixation can only occur as part of a verbal constituent. Likewise the possessed noun 

morphology indicating person and number agreement can only occur on the possessed noun. 

Verb and possessed noun morphology is therefore lexically bound to a particular syntactic 

category and forms a lexical constituent, i.e. a word, with that item. The postposition, on the 

other hand, is not bound to any particular syntactic category or, in fact, to any particular 

grammatical structure, being able to occur with words, phrases or sentences. Also, whereas 

the different verb and possessed noun suffixes mark particular grammatical categories, such 

as person/number or tense, and can only mark that category or combination of categories, a 

postposition usually has a range of semantico-syntactic functions. For example, ca can 

indicate comitative, additive, instrumental, comparative, possessive, locative, allative and so 

forth. 

Postpositions are therefore analysed as dependent words rather than lexically bound affixes. 

This can be further illustrated by the fact that postpositions always occur outside of bound 

morphology, as in (65) for example. 

(65) a. wal-i-el ca 

brother-1SG.POSSESSOR-PL.POSSESSED with 

  „with my brothers‟ 

 b. qee cesul-ad-i-t-ei-aun nu 

not help-3PL.DO-APPL-1SG.OO-3SG.SU-NEGF for 

  „because he will not help them for me‟ 

The fact that the postposition is a grammatically dependent word and forms an inseparable 

unit with its object constituent makes it likely that Amele speakers would want to represent it 

orthographically as attached to that constituent. 

The same applies to conjunctions and sentence particles, since these items too can only 

occur with another constituent. This is normally a sentence, although conjunctions can occur 

with sentence substitutes and with nominals, as in (66) for example. 

(66) a. Eu fi … „If that …‟ 

that if 

 b. Qee fi … „If not …‟ 

not if 

 c. Uqa jobon nu-i-a fo qee fo? 

3SG village go-3SG.SU-TODP or not or 

  „Has he gone to the village or not?‟ 

 d. ceta ca … „yams and …‟ 

yam add 

 e. ceta fo … „yams or …‟ 

yam or 
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In the case of the conjunctions, again where movement operates, the conjunction cannot be 

stranded, as in (67) for example. 

(67) a. Ija wa na n-oco-min fi waga q-it-igi-an. 

1SG water in go down-DS-1SG.SU if crocodile hit-1SG.DO-3SG.SU-FUT 

  „If I go down into the water the crocodile will get me.‟ 

 b. Waga q-it-igi-an ija wa na n-oco-min fi. 

crocodile hit-1SG.DO-3SG.SU-FUT 1SG water in go down-DS-1SG.SU if 

  „The crocodile will get me if I go down into the water.‟ 

 c. *___ fi waga q-it-igi-an ija wa na n-oco-min. 

 if crocodile hit-1SG.DO-3SG.SU-FUT 1SG water in go down-DS-1SG.SU 

The situation with the article, emphatic words, the negative particle, demonstrative 

pronouns and adjectives is different, however. Each of these items can occur as independent 

words. So in (68a), for example, the indefinite article oso „one‟, or the adjective ben „big‟ or 

the demonstrative pronoun eu „that‟ can occur as the sole representative of the NP, in (68b) an 

emphatic word himec „only‟ can occur as the sole representative of the predicate in the 

equative clause, and in (68c) the negative particle qee „not‟ can occur independently of the 

verb in the verb phrase. In (66a) the demonstrative eu and in (66b) the negative particle qee 

can also occur as the sole representative of the sentence. 

(68) a. Oso/Ben/Eu h-ona. 

one/big/that come-3SG.SU.PRES 

  „Someone/The big (man)/That is coming.‟ 

 b. Eu himec. 

that only 

  „That is all.‟ 

 c. Dana eu (qee) saab (qee) man-el. 

man that  not food  not cook-3SG.SU.NEGP 

  „That man did not cook the food.‟ 

With articles, emphatic words, negative particles, demonstrative pronouns and adjectives 

then it is much more likely that Amele speakers will construe them as independent words and 

write them as such. 

The principle of grammatical dependency also applies to the various compound forms 

described under 3.2.2. In most cases the individual elements in the compound structure can 

also occur as free elements elsewhere. One exception to this is calmec „to die‟, where cal does 

not occur as a free form and has no independent meaning. It would be predictable that for 

most compound forms Amele speakers would want to write the components as separate 

elements except in cases such as calmec which would have to be written as a unitary form. 

3.2.5.2. Interruptability. The principle of interruptability in determining orthographic rep-

resentation applies primarily to the verb forms described under 3.2.3.2. 

There are two types of inflected word in Amele; inalienably possessed nouns and verbs. 

Only with verbs, however, do Amele writers tend to insert word-breaks. Both possessed 

nouns and verbs can occur as independent words in structure. Possessed nouns can occur as 

the sole realisation of the noun phrase and verbs can occur as the sole realisation of the clause 

or sentence. In (69a), for example, wali „my brother‟ is the subject-NP and cedadi „took them‟ 

is a verb functioning as a verb phrase in a serial verb construction. In (69b) the verb word 

nuia functions as a complete sentence. 

(69) a. Wal-i ced-ad-i nu-i-a. 

brother-1SG.POSR take-3PL.DO-SS go-3SG.SU-TODP 

  „My brother took them and went.‟ 

 b. Nu-i-a. 

go-3SG.SU-TODP 
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  „He went.‟ 

Both possessed nouns and verbs are grammatically independent words but only with verbs 

is it possible to separate the verb morphology from the stem grammatically. This is not 

possible with possessed nouns. This separation of verb morphology occurs in three ways: 

(i) Incorporation: 

It is possible to incorporate certain elements within the verb itself for the purposes of 

emphatic focus. The emphatic word bahic „very‟ and the negative particle qee „not‟ can be 

incorporated in the verb, for example. (70) and (71) illustrate this. 

(70) a. age bahic cesul-ad-eig-a 

3PL very help-3PL.DO-3PL.SU-TODP 

  „they really helped them‟ 

 b. age cesul bahic ad-eig-a 

3PL help very 3PL.DO-3PL.SU-TODP 

  „they REALLY helped them‟ 

(71) a. age qee cesul-ad-el-ein 

3PL not help-3PL.DO-NEGP-3PL.SU 

  „they did not help them‟ 

 b. age cesul qee ad-el-ein 

3PL help not 3PL.DO-NEGP-3PL.SU 

  „they DID NOT help them‟ 

It is also possible to incorporate a numeral but in this case a serial verb construction is 

formed with the verb stem forming a separate verb phrase marked by the applicative marker -i 

and the numeral forming a second derived verb in the serial construction which carries the 

verb morphology, as in (72) for example. 

(72) age cesul-ad-i lecis-ad-eig-a 

3PL help-3PL.DO-APPL two-3PL.DO-3PL.SU-TODP 

 „they helped them twice‟ 

In one of the forms of the reciprocal verb the portion of the verb that contains the direct 

object morphology is reduplicated as a switch-reference clause chain type of construction and 

as such is incorporated within the verb. In (73), for example, the reduplicated object 

morphology indicates third person singular object, different subject following and third 

person singular subject. This part of the verb is always of the same form but the subject 

agreement which attaches to the whole reciprocal verb agrees in person and number with the 

reciprocal group, which is third person dual in (73a) and third person plural in (73b). 

(73) a. ale cesul d-oco-b d-oco-b esi-a 

3DU help 3SG.DO-DS-3S.SU 3SG.DO-DS-3SG.SU 3DU.SU-TODP 

  „they(dual) helped each other‟ 

 b. age cesul do-co-b do-co-b eig-a 

3PL help 3SG.DO-DS-3SG.SU 3SG.DO-DS-3SG.SU 3PL.SU-TODP 

  „they(plural) helped each other‟ 

(ii) Free form: 

It is possible for verb morphology to occur in a somewhat free form without being structurally 

attached to a particular verb stem. This can occur in reported speech constructions, as in (74) 

for example, where a fully inflected speech verb can occur preceding the quote with just verb 

morphology following the quote, (74a). Such free form verb morphology can also occur 

without a speech verb being present, as in (74b) for example. 

(74) a. Uqa ma-t-ei-a, “Ija saab eu j-ig-a,”  

3SG say-1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP  1SG food that eat-1SG.SU-TODP  
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  t-ei-a. 

1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP 

  „He told me, “I ate that food.”‟ 

 b. Dana eu gad egi-na. 

man that crazy 3PL.SU-PRES 

  „They say that man is crazy.‟ 

„Free form‟ verb morphology can also occur with certain verb constructions where the 

„verb‟ to which the morphology applies is actually a serial verb type of construction. In this 

construction it is not the case, as in a normal serial verb construction, that the verb 

morphology attaches to the final verb in the series since the final verb is also marked with the 

SS marker -i/-u as are the other verbs in the series. So the verb morphology is attached 

structurally to the whole verb series rather than just to the final verb in the series. This type of 

construction occurs with verbs describing iterative actions, as in (75a-b), and „to and fro‟ 

actions, as in (75c-d). In this type of construction the verb morphology is actually functioning 

as a morphosyntactic clitic at the phrase level. However, it is a clitic comprising various 

verbal affixes. 

(75) a. gud-u gud-u eig-a 

beat-SS beat-SS 3PL.SU-TODP 

  „they ran, i.e. they beat the ground repeatedly‟ 

 b. uta-i uta-i ei-a 

call-SS call-SS 3SG.SU-TODP 

  „he called repeatedly‟ 

 c. ton-i tob-i eig-a 

descend- SS ascend- SS 3PL.SU-TODP 

  „they went up and down‟ 

 d. l-i l-i h-u h-u ei-a 

go- SS go- SS come- SS come- SS 3PL.SU-TODP 

  „he went to and fro‟ 

(iii) Expansion of stem: 

With the impersonal verb forms it is possible to expand the nominal that seemingly functions 

as the stem of the verb. The nominal can be expanded by adjectival modifiers, as in (76a), or, 

if it is a possessed noun form, as in (76b), it will „agree‟ in person and number with the 

experiencer-object NP. These expansion possibilities are strong evidence that for these forms 

the stem should be treated as a separate word orthographically and, in fact, this is how Amele 

speakers normally write these forms. The „verb stem‟ in these impersonal verbs is probably 

best analysed as an incorporated subject-NP which triggers third person singular subject 

agreement on the verb. 

(76) a. ija dain ben bahic t-ei-a 

1SG pain big very 1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP 

  „I was in great pain.‟ 

 b. ija maja-ni t-ei-a 

1SG shame-1SG.POSR 1SG.DO-3SG.SU-TODP 

  „I was ashamed.‟ 

3.2.6. The decisions of the AOC on logographic representation 

The issues of logographic representation discussed above were also presented to the AOC, 

viz. attachment of a clitic type words to a preceding element, joining of compound forms and 

word-breaks in reduplicated forms and verbs. Their decisions where as follows: 
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(i) The AOC said that postpositions, conjunctions and sentence particles should definitely 

be attached to a preceding element. They explained that these are “helping words” and 

otherwise have no independent meaning. They also cannot stand on their own. 

(ii) The AOC were equally certain that articles, emphatic words, negative particles, 

demonstrative pronouns and adjectives should be written as separate words because 

these “have their own meaning” and can stand alone in some circumstances. 

(iii) The AOC decided that normally elements in compound forms should be written 

separately because they usually “had their own meaning”, although for some forms 

such as calmec „to die‟, where the individual meaning of the components have been 

lost, it would be better to write them as unit words. 

(iv) For reduplication of monomorphic words the AOC were sure they should be written as 

a unit form but were less clear about reduplicated polymorphemic words such as 

possessed nouns and verbs. Here perhaps the use of a hyphen would have been the best 

solution. But there is a problem with using the hyphen in Amele to represent word-

breaks. The hyphen is already used extensively in the hymnbook to indicate where 

pieces should be sustained. The AOC therefore decided that all cases of reduplication 

should be written as a unit form. 

(v) With the question of whether to have word-breaks in verbs, the AOC were unsure. For 

some cases, such as impersonal verbs, as in (45), the AOC where certain that there 

should be a word-break between the verb stem and the verb morphology. The reasoning 

being that the stem often “had an independent meaning” to the verb-form as a whole. 

Other cases where the AOC were sure word-breaks should be indicated within the verb 

were where an emphatic or negative word was incorporated into the verb, as in (70) and 

(71), and where the reduplicated object agreement was incorporated into the reciprocal 

verb, as in (73). Here they could see that this was a case of “a word within a word”. 

They could also see that the forms of verb morphology that indicated direct and indirect 

speech, such as those exemplified in (74), should be written as separate words because 

they really mean „to say‟. 

However, for other cases the AOC were unsure as to whether there should be word-

breaks or not in the verb. In the case of serial verbs, as in (43) for example, sometimes 

it was appropriate to have a word-break between the serial verbs and sometimes not. 

For hu jena „he comes and eats‟ it would be appropriate to have a word-break because 

these verbs are interpreted as describing two separate actions, i.e. two separate units of 

meaning, but for ducuhadogina „they know well‟ it would be appropriate to write it as a 

word-unit since it is interpreted as forming a single unit of meaning. The second verb 

qualifies the meaning of the first verb. For the cases of iterative type constructions, as 

in (75), the AOC felt that these should all be written as unit-forms since they form 

single units of meaning. 

For the other cases where Amele writers had been writing verb forms with a word-

break between the verb stem and the verb morphology, as in the cases of verbs with 

object markers, (44), verbs with multisyllabic stems, (46), and verbs with vowel final 

stems, (47), the AOC could see why this was happening. They could see that with these 

verb forms there was the possibility of having a word-break between the stem and the 

morphology. However, they felt that writing a word-break when there was no need to 

do so would be confusing when it came to read back what had been written. So they 

decided that unless it was necessary to put a word-break within the verb, as in cases of 

word incorporation for example, verbs should be written as “single units of meaning” 

with the stem joined to the morphology. 

4. Summary of the AOC’s Decisions 

In summary the AOC decided to retain most of the existing orthography but make revisions 

and standardisations in the following areas: 
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4.1. Revisions to Graphemic Representation of Phonemes 

/ae/-/ai/: the few words in the language which have the diphthong sequence /ae/ should be 

written as ae in each case. 

/ao/-/au/: the few words in the language which have the diphthong sequence /ao/ should be 

written as ao in each case. 

/ei/: where the diphthong sequence /ei/ occurs in certain verb forms this should be written as 

ei and not as e as before. 

/ee/: all instances of long /ee/ should be written as ee and not as ä in some cases and as ee in 

other cases as before. 

/oo/: all instances of long /oo/ should be written as oo and not as ô in some cases and as oo in 

other cases as before. 

/b/: all instances of word-final /b/ should be written as b and not as p or b as before. 

/g/: all instances of word-final /g/ should be written as g and not as k or g as before. 

/ʔ/: all instances of /ʔ/, including word-initial position, should be written as c and not as ’ for 

word-initial position and c elsewhere as before. 

4.2. Revisions to Logographic Representation of Certain Word-Forms 

Postpositions, conjunctions and sentence particles should be written as attached to the 

preceding element. Other word categories should not be written as attached to the 

preceding element. 

The elements in compound forms should be written separately unless they do not have an 

independent meaning, in which case they should be written as a single unit form. 

Reduplicated words should be written as a single word unit. 

Verbs should be written with word-breaks after the stem in the following instances otherwise 

verb words should be written as single units: 

1. where the verb is an impersonal verb. 

2. where there is another word or phrasal structure incorporated within the verb word. 

Serial verbs should be written as separate words if they form independent units of meaning 

but if they form a composite unit of meaning they should be written as a single word 

unit. 

5. Conclusion 

The purpose of the revisions to the Amele orthography was to produce an orthography that 

more closely matches native speaker intuitions about the phonemic and logogrammatical 

representation of the language. The revision proposals were based on careful analysis of the 

phonology and morphosyntax of the language and were mostly vindicated by native speaker 

reactions. Nearly all the proposals for revising the graphemic representation of phonemes 

were accepted and incorporated into the revised orthography. The only proposal of graphemic 

revision that was not accepted was with regard to the diphthongal sequences /ae/ and /ao/. The 

recommendation was that these forms were spurious and should be counted as the sequences 

/ai/ and /au/ respectively for the purposes of orthography. However, the views of the AOC 

that these sequences were not spurious were taken into account and the decision was taken to 

represent them as ae and ao orthographically. 

With the proposals for logographic standardisation, in most cases the AOC were quite 

certain as to how the Amele form should be represented orthographically. The issue of word-

breaks in verb forms was the only area where they were unsure what the best orthographic 

representation should be. In this case phonological and morphosyntactic criteria were in 

conflict. While the phonological criterion of stress placement indicates that a verb forms a 

single phonological word the morphosyntactic criteria of interruptability and dependency 
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indicates that a verb actually comprises two units; a verb stem followed by a clitic type unit of 

verb inflection. 

It was interesting to see that it was the semantic criterion that a verb expresses a single unit 

of meaning which resolved the conflict between the phonological and morphosyntactic 

criteria for orthographic representation. This also applied to the serial verbs as to whether they 

should be written as single word units or multiple words. The AOC decided that serial verbs 

should be written as a single word unit if they form a single unit of meaning and that they 

should be written as separate words if they did not. 

The semantic criterion also applied in the case of postpositions and conjunctions. Here 

again the phonological and morphosyntactic criteria were in conflict. Phonologically 

postpositions and conjunctions formed a single phonological word with the preceding element 

but grammatically they formed word units distinct from the preceding element. However, 

what decided the AOC to write these items as attached to their preceding element was the 

semantic criterion that postpositions and conjunctions have no independent meaning. 

Contrast this with the AOC‟s decision to write words incorporated in words as separate 

items. This applied to the verb forms that incorporated certain adverbial elements such as 

bahic „very/really‟ and qee „not‟ and the impersonal verb forms that incorporated the subject-

NP. The reason for writing these as separate words even though they occurred within another 

word was again because they could be perceived as a word with independent meaning. 

As a contrast to words within words it is also possible in Amele to have morphemes within 

morphemes. This occurs in certain verb forms as illustrated in (77-78) whereby the irrealis 

infix -u can be incorporated within another morpheme.
23

 For (77) -u is incorporated within the 

morpheme -om which is itself a portmanteau morpheme indicating remote past tense and 

second person singular subject. This combination produces the counterfactual, second person 

form. For (78) -u is incorporated within the morpheme -an, „future tense,‟ to produce the 

negative future tense morpheme. The point to note, however, is that this is incorporation at the 

morphemic level and there is no possibility of the -u morpheme being written separately. 

(77) a. q-om b. q-o<u>m 

hit-REMP.2SG.SU  hit-PAST.2SG.SU<IRREALIS>PAST.2SG.SU 

  „you hit‟ „you should have hit‟ 

(78) a. q-og-an b. q-og-a<u>n 

hit-2SG.SU-FUT  hit-2SG.SU-FUT<IRREALIS>FUT 

  „you will hit‟ „you will not hit‟ 

One final point to discuss is why do Amele speakers write certain verb forms with the 

morphology separate, for example the verb forms with an object marker, multisyllabic stems 

and vowel final stems, and yet for reading purposes prefer them to be joined? The reason 

would seem to be that for reading purposes they are viewing the word as semantic units but 

for writing purposes they are forced to deal with the word more slowly and therefore view it 

on the phonological or morphosyntactic level. This would substantiate the views of Sampson 

(1985) that writing and reading are two different skills which require different types of 

orthography. He has suggested that the best kind of orthography for writing should be a fairly 

phonemic one, since in this process we concentrate more on the individual sounds of the 

language. For reading, however, he suggests that the best orthography is one that represents 

higher levels of meaning such as words or intonational phrase groups. For example the 

Chinese ideogram system would come close to representing the ideal reading system. 

Sampson, in fact, maintains that the orthography of English, for example, is at present a 

happy compromise between the demands of the different reading and writing skills. On the 

one hand, the English orthography represents the phonemes of English to a certain degree so 

it can be used for writing but, on the other hand, since it is such a poor representation of the 

English phoneme system, viz. only 26 characters for 46 phonemes, each word (more or less) 
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 For a full discussion of irrealis forms in Amele and other Papuan languages see Roberts (1994). 
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has to be learnt as a semantic unit and the English orthography forces us to read English as 

word-units rather than phoneme-units. 

In conclusion then this discussion of orthographic reform in Amele puts forward the case 

that semantic criteria such as „units of meaning‟ can have just as significant a role to play in 

defining the orthographic word in language as formal phonological and morphosyntactic 

criteria. Specifically, it was found that in some cases where the phonological and 

morphosyntactic criteria conflicted between two possible ways of representing a word-form 

then the semantic criteria solved the dilemma. 

6. Addendum 

As mentioned in the introduction, this paper was first published in 1991/2 in Notes on 

Literacy and represents my efforts to revise and standardise the existing Amele orthography 

in cooperation with the Amele people, especially during the years 1987-89 prior to the 

publication of the Amele translation of Genesis and the revised Amele hymnbook and liturgy. 

All the recommendations of the AOC were subsequently put into practice for the publication 

of these works. 

We have now published the Amele New Testament (1997) and again I have endeavoured to 

follow in this publication the standards already established as rigorously as possible. This is 

an onerous task with respect to a language like Amele where the same verb can have many 

thousands of different forms
24

 but the task is made somewhat more manageable these days by 

the use of computer software which can make detailed and thorough checks of the text 

transcription. Even so, it was found in the production of the New Testament that attention had 

to be given to standardising the written form of the language in a number of additional areas. 

These all related to the linguistic phenomenon known as vowel harmony and applied to verb 

inflections and inalienably possessed noun forms. 

In most inflections of the verb the phonological shape of the verb stem does not affect the 

form of the verb inflection itself. But in some cases the phonological shape of the verb stem 

does affect the form of certain inflections. This is the case when the vowel in the verb stem 

immediately preceding the verb inflection is a high vowel such as /i/ or /u/. When such a 

vowel occurs in the verb stem any epenthetic or empty morph vowel in the verb inflection is 

raised. So a /e/ is raised to a /i/ and a /o/ is raised to a /u/. This only operates for certain 

inflections. Table 13 illustrates the inflections where this raising occurs contrasting the verb 

celec „to forget‟ with the verb cilec „to boil (something)‟. The vowel subject to raising is 

underlined in each case. 

The problem we found when working on the translation of the Amele New Testament (NT) 

was that some speakers (especially older speakers) followed the vowel harmony convention 

(especially in written form) while some speakers (especially younger speakers) did not. So, 

some speakers used the unraised inflections (i.e. the nonharmonic forms) for all verb stems. 

This discrepancy was highlighted in checking the NT translation because younger English 

educated speakers had produced the first drafts of the NT and I subsequently worked with 

older speakers to check the quality of the translation. The older speakers insisted that the 

vowel harmony rules should be followed and argued that the nonharmonic forms where “poor 

Amele”. When I came to do a detailed word by word spelling check I found that in the NT 

there was a mix of forms that followed the vowel harmony rule those that did not. So, again 

for the sake of consistency and standardisation I had to make a decision about the vowel 

harmony convention in verb forms. In the end I decided to make all verb forms consistent 

with the vowel harmony system. This was not difficult to do once I understood how the 

system worked, which forms were affected and had a sophisticated and powerful search and 

replace function in my text editor. 
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Technically it would actually have been a bit more difficult to change the forms that did 

follow the vowel harmony rule into those that did not, since the unharmonic forms are less 

regular. Ironically, the young people‟s attempts to simplify and regularise the verb inflection 

system by dropping the vowel harmony rule is actually making the verb inflection more 

irregular. 

 

Table 13. Vowel Raising in some Verb Inflections 

celec „to forget‟ Nonraising Stem 

 PRES TODP YESTP FUT NEGF 

1SG celigina celiga celigan celigen celigaun 

2SG celagana celaga celagan celegan celagaun 

3SG celena celeia celeian celigian celeiaun 

1DU celowona celowa celowan celewan celowaun 

2/3DU celesina celesia celesian celowasan celowasin 

1PL celoqona celoqa celoqan celeqan celoqaun 

2/3PL celegina celeiga celeigan celoqagan celowain 

cilec „to boil‟ Raising Stem 

 PRES TODP YESTP FUT NEGF 

1SG ciligina ciliga ciligan ciligen ciligaun 

2SG ciligina ciliga ciligan cilegan ciligaun 

3SG cilina cilia cilian ciligian ciliaun 

1DU ciluwuna ciluwa ciluwan cilewan ciluwaun 

2/3DU cilesina cilesia cilesian ciluwasan ciluwasin 

1PL ciluquna ciluqa ciluqan cileqan ciluqaun 

2/3PL cilegina cileiga cileigan ciluqagan ciluwain 

 

There is also a vowel harmony system in the inalienably possessed noun inflection that is 

more closely adherred to by older speakers of the language than younger speakers. Like the 

vowel harmony system in the verb inflection the vowel harmony in the possessed nouns 

affects epenthetic or empty morph vowels in the inflection. Table 14 contrasts harmonic and 

nonharmonic forms. The vowel harmony affects the second and third person dual and plural 

forms. For the sake of brevity only the plural forms are illustrated. 

Take memeg „his father‟ as an example. The harmonic form of „your(pl)/their father‟ is 

memega. Here the underlined vowel e is epenthetic and represents the empty morph that 

occurs between the noun stem mem- and the 2nd/3rd possessor suffix -ga. In this case this 

vowel harmonises exactly with the e vowel in the noun stem. It is the same with each of the 

forms in the harmonic set. 

Now contrast the form for „your(pl)/their father‟ in the nonharmonic form. Here it is 

memaga and the epenthetic vowel is represented by the vowel a. If you look at the other 

2nd/3rd person forms in the nonharmonic set you will see that this vowel is always a. It does 

not harmonise with the vowel in the noun stem. What seems to have happened here is that the 

final a vowel of the suffix has been copied to fill the empty morph position. In effect the 

suffix has been converted to -aga. 

Again I found that older speakers preferred the harmonic variant of possessed noun form 

and considered the nonharmonic form substandard Amele. On doing a word check in the NT I 

also found some harmonic possessed noun forms and some nonharmonic. To keep in line with 

the decision on verb inflection I decided to make all possessed nouns of the harmonic variety. 
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Table 14. Vowel Harmony in Inalienably Possessed Noun Inflections 

Harmonic form Nonharmonic form  

ateg 

atenige 

atanaga 

ateg 

atenige 

atanaga 

„his daughter‟ 

„our daughter‟ 

„your(pl)/their daughter‟ 

memeg 

memige 

memega 

memeg 

memige 

memaga 

„his father‟ 

„our father‟ 

„your(pl)/their father‟ 

binig 

binige 

biniga 

binig 

binige 

binaga 

„his aunt‟ 

„our aunt‟ 

„your(pl)/their aunt‟ 

cotig 

cotige 

cotoga 

cotig 

cotige 

cotaga 

„his brother‟ 

„our brother‟ 

„your(pl)/their brother‟ 

cul 

culinige 

culunuga 

cul 

culinige 

culunaga 

„his heart‟ 

„our heart‟ 

„your(pl)/their heart‟ 

 

The rules of vowel harmony in the verb and possessed noun inflection were all fully 

implemented in the Amele New Testament along with all the other orthographic conventions 

agreed to by the AOC. 
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